
WHEREVER
YOU GO
If life is a journey, aren’t we all travellers? 
UNIQLO celebrates that with clothes that never stop improving. 
Clothes designed for wherever you go and whatever adventures you undertake. 
Because LifeWear makes travel better, you live better.

FALL/WINTER 2018WINTER TRAVEL



GO OUTDOORS
We travel for a change in pace. Awe-inspiring panorama. Breath of fresh air. So go on. 
Take it all in. Relish the exciting possibilities that fill your heart with unbelievable joy.
Know that wherever life takes you this season, UNIQLO has you covered.

Get ready for fickle weather. Windproof, water repelling, comfortable and lightweight,
our parka is designed to function and flatter, wherever you go.

Blocktech Parka

Women’s Blocktech Parka  $99.90

Men’s Blocktech Parka  $99.90

Block the elements with the fused-in
wind-resistant film. 

Keep light rain at bay with the highly
water-resistant material.

Stop the wind chill with the adjustable 
hood fastener. An inside hook allows 
for easy storage.

Product launch date is subject to change. Available product lines, patterns and colours may differ depending on the store. Design, colour, pattern and specification may also vary and are subject to change. While stocks last.



It’s easy to stay in our comfort zones. But for those who venture wherever, there’s the 
exhilaration and wonders of discovery that keep us wanting more. So don’t hold back.
Put yourself out there, literally. Pitch a tent. Build a fire. Hang out solo or make friends
in the wild. Expose your senses and be rewarded with a deeper awareness. Block out the cold and keep the warmth in.

Go wherever in style wearing our warmest pants yet. 

Windproof
Warm Lined Pants

Men’s Windproof Warm Lined Pants   $59.90

The inside of our pants are lined with 
fleece, keeping you snug and warm
while preventing wind from entering. 

Women’s Windproof Warm Lined Pants   $59.90

Product launch date is subject to change. Available product lines, patterns and colours may differ depending on the store. Design, colour, pattern and specification may also vary and are subject to change. While stocks last.



FLEECE JACKETS
For extra warmth and comfort wherever you like, 
simply add on a fleece layer either as a jacket, top, 
pants or even accessory. 

HEATTECH
Pile Socks
Ward off cold feet in our HEATTECH Pile Socks. 
Made even more durable with reinforced yarn
on the toes and heels.

Women’s Fluffy Yarn Fleece Full-Zip Jacket  $29.90 Men’s Fluffy Yarn Fleece Full-Zip Jacket  $29.90

$7.90

Warmer Touches

Product launch date is subject to change. Available product lines, patterns and colours may differ depending on the store. Design, colour, pattern and specification may also vary and are subject to change. While stocks last.



GET ON THE ROAD
Transiting between destinations offer great opportunities to rest and reflect. 
However long or short your journey, be it via a plane, train or bus, make
comfort a priority wherever you go.  

With a soft, fluffy boa fleece lining that keeps you extra warm,
our double-coloured hoodies are your new cold weather style essentials.    

Pile Lined Sweat
Full-Zip Hoodie

The fleece-lined hood adds a stylish touch while 
the stand-up collar provides extra protection 
from the cold.

Soft boa fleece lining up to the underarms offer 
improved heat retention and superior comfort. 
A more feminine cut updates the waist design 
for better layering. 

Men’s Pile Lined Sweat Full-Zip Hoodie  $49.90

Women’s Pile Lined Sweat Full-Zip Hoodie  $49.90
Product launch date is subject to change. Available product lines, patterns and colours may differ depending on the store. Design, colour, pattern and specification may also vary and are subject to change. While stocks last.



French poet Anatole France once said, “Wandering re-establishes the original harmony which 
once existed between man and the universe.” Having the luxury of time to immerse in our own 
thoughts against an open expanse is indeed one of the best ways to invigorate our souls. 

Looks like denim. Feels and wears as 
comfortably as sweat pants with an
elastic waist and pile lining. Easy to wear.
Easy to match. Always arrive in style even 
after crossing multiple cities.   

EZY Jeans

For unparalleled comfort, our EZY jeans are made with ISKO denim 
- the world’s stretchiest denim with a pre-worn look. The elastic 
waist with inner drawstring cord allows for easy adjustments. 

The elastic waistband is invisible 
from the back, so you can style 
it smart or wear it casual. 

Women’s 2 Way Stole
Pack light with items that do double duty! 
Our Women’s 2 Way Stole works both as 
an extra blanket or scarf wrapped
around your neck.

Warmer Touches

$29.90

Women’s EZY Jeans  $59.90

Men’s EZY Jeans  $59.90

Product launch date is subject to change. Available product lines, patterns and colours may differ depending on the store. Design, colour, pattern and specification may also vary and are subject to change. While stocks last.



A true getaway is one that lets you escape even yourself. Wherever you choose 
to explore, embrace change without inhibition. Welcome the unpredictability 
beyond every turn. It’s surprising how liberating a perspective you can gain by 
simply choosing to walk a different path.

SHOT BY @BENSONMCOY



CHILL IN
THE CITY
Walk around. Stay out. Explore museums and shops. Mingle and eat with the 
locals. Wherever you find yourself, there’s no better way to know a culture than 
to jump right in. It’s easy when you’re dressed in the right clothes to navigate 
from indie cafés to secret bars, however the weather changes from dawn to dusk.

Sleek, superbly warm and supremely light, our signature down jacket protects you from the 
cold and even light rain without the bulk. Perfect as an extra layer when the temperature
takes a sudden dip.

Ultra Light Down

The jacket folds into a compact 
pouch so you can bring it 
wherever easily.

Women’s Ultra Light Down Jacket  $99.90

Men’s Ultra Light Down Jacket  $99.90

SHOT BY @SALTYHAN

Product launch date is subject to change. Available product lines, patterns and colours may differ depending on the store. Design, colour, pattern and specification may also vary and are subject to change. While stocks last.



Because HEATTECH and Fleece are simply 
better together! Warmer and more comfortable, 
your updated cold weather essentials are 
perfect for moderately cold climates.  

HEATTECH
Fleece

Warm up with extra 
stretch that enables you to 
move even better. Added 
reinforcing patch and neck 
tape prevent necklines from 
stretching. 

Engineered with minimal stitching and 
anti-cold features like a waterproof 
zip, our everyday coat for the cold lets 
you stay warm while looking stylish 
effortlessly.

Innovative details like pressure bonding 
tape, water repellent coating and a 
windproof shell fuse into a seamless 
design that keeps the warmth in and 
moisture out.  

For extra warmth around your neck, 
choose from one of our turtle neck 
designs. 

Men’s HEATTECH Stretch Fleece Crew Neck T-Shirt  $19.90

Women’s HEATTECH Fleece Turtle Neck T-Shirt  $19.90

So beautiful. So minimal. Our seamless down garments combine exceptional function with easy style.

Seamless Down

Women’s Seamless Down Short Coat  $249.90

Men’s Seamless Down Parka  $199.90

Product launch date is subject to change. Available product lines, patterns and colours may differ depending on the store. Design, colour, pattern and specification may also vary and are subject to change. While stocks last.



“And if travel is like love, it is, in the end, mostly because it’s a heightened 
state of awareness, in which we are mindful, receptive, undimmed by 
familiarity and ready to be transformed. That is why the best trips, like
the best love affairs, never really end.”

- Pico Iyer



MAKE YOURSELF
AT HOME
When the hustle and hassle in a foreign city gets too much, it’s perfectly ok
to press pause on all plans. Stay in, lounge about and recalibrate yourself.
Spend quality time doing little or nothing at all.   

Women’s Compact Cotton
Crew Neck Long Sleeve T-Shirt

Women’s Drape Jogger Pants
$14.90

$19.90

Updated with a new softer fabric that’s 
thicker and more comfortable with 
added stretch. A timeless classic for 
wearing in or out. 

Hang loose in our easy wearing pants 
cut with a flattering drape. Updated 
with a gathered, jogger-style elastic 
waist for better comfort. 

SHOT BY @MEETWITHMATT

Product launch date is subject to change. Available product lines, patterns and colours may differ depending on the store. Design, colour, pattern and specification may also vary and are subject to change. While stocks last.



$29.90

Men’s Soft Touch Crew Neck
Long Sleeve T-Shirt

Men’s Ultra Stretch Easy Pants
$14.90

The new brushed lining feels softer 
on your skin, while a new cut 
enhances comfort around your 
shoulders and body.    

Super stretchy in every way to 
accommodate easy movement, these 
pants are made roomy and incredibly 
comfy for idyllic hours.

Product launch date is subject to change. Available product lines, patterns and colours may differ depending on the store. Design, colour, pattern and specification may also vary and are subject to change. While stocks last.



Room Shoes
Improved with 1/3 inch insoles for extra cushioning, 
these shoes are made for padding about in your hotel 
or rented apartment. The soles now come in pile 
material for year-round easy wearing.

$14.90

Warmer Touches

Product launch date is subject to change. Available product lines, patterns and colours may differ depending on the store. Design, colour, pattern and specification may also vary and are subject to change. While stocks last.



HEATTECH

Special fabric that generates, traps & retains heat

Moisture from your body is absorbed to be converted into 
heat, which is retained to keep you warm. The fabric’s 
exceptional stretchiness also enables you to move about 
comfortably and easily.

Ultra-fine fibres for exceptional heat insulation

HEATTECH fibres are only one-tenth the width of a human 
hair. These are used to create many layers of insulation to 
trap hot air effectively and achieve excellent heat retention.

Which HEATTECH for me?

HEATTECH
Thin yet warm. Layer stylishly without bulking.

HEATTECH EXTRA WARM
A brushed lining provides 1.5 times* the warmth of the original HEATTECH. 

HEATTECH ULTRA WARM
2.25 times* warmer than the original. The warmest in HEATTECH history.

*Calculated based on the CLO Value that measures heat resistance. Compare to regular HEATTECH.

Consider these: Are you mountain hiking or city exploring? How well do you take to lower 
temperatures? Simply choosing the warmest HEATTECH may not work for everyone. Depending on 
your body, you may need different types for different activities. Experience the difference yourself 
in-store. 

Product launch date is subject to change. Available product lines, patterns and colours may differ depending on the store. Design, colour, pattern and specification may also vary and are subject to change. While stocks last.



AIRISM
It’s the innerwear you didn’t know you need. By actively removing moisture such as perspiration 
from your skin, AIRism helps regulate your body temperature when the climate changes;
keeping you dry and comfortable wherever. 

ALL IN
THE FAMILY
The family that travels together grows together. Your favourite UNIQLO cold 
weather essentials are also available in kids’ sizes, so you can embark on 
adventures to make their childhoods even richer!  



SHARE YOUR
TRAVEL STORIES
Tell us what’s your UNIQLO must-have item whenever you travel and why. Post your 
favourite travel photo on Instagram by 31 October 2018 with a short caption and hashtag 
#UniqloWherever #UniqloSG. The top 5 most creative entries will each get to pick out their 
favourite UNIQLO travel essentials (worth $150 per winner). Terms and conditions apply. 

SHOP ONLINE 24/7
Our online store is open 24 hours so you can shop whenever and wherever at uniqlo.com.
Have your shopping delivered or collect them at your preferred store.

SHOT BY @BELLYALY




